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Angel
Leona Lewis

Chords:
  D:  xx0232
  G:  320033
  Bm: x24432
  A:  x02220
 A/Db:x4x252
 Em:  022000
Gmaj7:3x0002
F#m7: 240000

INTRO:( can be played as the first part of the verse)

   D                          G
e|--------0-----------0---------------0-----------------0------------------|
B|----------3-------3-------------------3-----------3----------------------|
G|-----2----------2----------------2-------------2-------------------------|
D|-0------------0----------------------------------------------------------|
A|-------------------------------------------------------------------------|
E|----------------------------3--------------3-----------------------------|

     Bm                              A
e|-----------0-------------0---------------0----------------0---------------|
B|--------------3-------3---------------------3----------3------------------|
G|-------2-----------2------------------2------------2----------------------|
D|--------------------------------------------------------------------------|
A|---2------------2------------------0------------0-------------------------|
E|--------------------------------------------------------------------------|

       D
I feel it, you feel it
      G
That this was meant to be.
   Bm
I know it, you know it
      A
That you were made for me.
    D
We can t deny this any longer
 G
Day by day we re getting stronger.
   Bm
I want it, you want it
               A
It s what the people want to see.
            D
We re like Romeo and Juliet
  G



Fact leaves fate to find us.
          Bm
Like the tallest mountain on the widest sea
  A
Nothing s big enough to hide us.
     D
When we make love it s overwhelming
G
I just touch the heavens
           Bm               A
You re an angel, you re an angel

        D
I said this world, this world.
       A/Db
Could leave us anyday
     Bm                       G
But my love for you, it will never go away.
             D
And I don t wanna go to sleep
       A/Db
 cause you are like a dream
           Bm
For every night I say a prayer,
         G
And I swear you are the answer
           Bm               A                D
You re an angel, you re an angel, you re an angel.

                        G
So we take it and each moment that I pause
  Bm
I see it, you see it,
         A
What we have is made of gold
      D
We re so filled with meaning,
G
Nothing can make us shallow.
      Bm
So I hold it, and you hold it
      A
The promise of tomorrow.
      D
When we make love it s overwhelming
   G
I just touch the heavens.
           Bm               A
You re an angel, you re an angel

            D
and I said this world, this world.
       A/Db



Could leave us anyday
     Bm                       G
But my love for you, it will never go away.
              D
And I don t wanna go to sleep
       A/Db
 cause you are like a dream
           Bm
For every night I say a prayer,
         G
And I swear you are the answer
           Bm               A                Em
You re an angel, you re an angel, you re an angel

                         Bm
I don t need three wishes
                    Gmaj7
well I just need one
                           F#m7
For us to never be finished
                       Em
For us to never be numb

When they say it s over
Bm
We ll just say I love you
     Gmaj7
And when they say it s finished
 A
We ll just keep on building.

   D
 this world, this world.
        G
Could leave us anyday
     Bm                       A
But my love for you, it will never go away.
              D
And I don t wanna go to sleep
         G
 cause you are like a dream
           Bm
For every night I say a prayer,
         A
And I swear you are the answer

  D
 this world, this world.
       A/Db
Could leave us anyday
     Bm                       G
But my love for you, it will never go away.
              D



And I don t wanna go to sleep
       A/Db
 cause you are like a dream
           Bm
For every night I say a prayer,
         G
And I swear you are the answer

           D               A/Db              Bm    G
You re an angel, you re an angel, you re an angel.

           D               A/Db              Bm    G
You re an angel, you re an angel, you re an angel.

           Bm                A               G
You re an angel, you re an angel, you re an angel.


